We show that the second-order statistics of speckle patterns of scalar waves, multiply scattered on reAection by disordered media, may be non-Gaussian, even though the first-order statistics are Gaussian. 
of classical waves in dense media'
and by rough sur- faces ' have been a subject of great interest in the last few years. " ' An important property of the speckle fluctuations is that they generally follow Gaussian firstorder statistics; namely, the real and imaginary parts of the complex amplitude are Gaussian-distributed and uncorrelated, its modulus has a Rayleigh probability density function (PDF), and its intensity has a negative exponential PDF. Conversely We propose a two-dimensional generalization of these functions as the JPDF of the scattered intensity. Name- Namely, and their time-reversed counterparts, then n should increase with the inverse of the degree of coherence v of these terms. In a continuous approach, this degree of coherence may be expressed as [cf. Eq. (6) of Ref. 25] v(k, , kf, k';, kf)= J J dr dr (5I (r, r'))exp [i((k, . +kf)+(k, '. +kf))~( r -r')] . (9) In Eqs. (7) and (8) 
